SHOWING NEAR WARREN
El Dorado Sand Drick at 1,100 Feet in Blundwell Test.

Warren, Nov. 9—At a depth of 1,100 feet El Dorado sand was drilled last night at the best well north of the field. The drill was operating on the Southern Oil and Land Company’s Blindshank No. 1 and the water was cold.

A leaky well at the Warren field was made up Monday. A show of gas was encountered just before the sand was reached. Two other showings of gas were found at around 700 feet. This is the first test well in this territory.

DECKER IN COMPLIANT
Special to the Gazett.
Warren, Nov. 14—A well on the Blundwell No. 1 for which Decker has been completed in 25-12-32 by L. H. Mawk and the well will be “spudded in” soon. The location is in the northeastern part of the field about nine miles from Warren and three miles east of the Coldwell No. 2, which was being drilled by the Decker company at that time. He severed his connection with the company and will make the test at the new location.

EXPECT PAY SAND SOON
Special to the Gazett.
Warren, Dec. 8—Drillers at Blindshank No. 3 this week are reaching pay sand. The well is now drilling on the厌th and is in a mixture of sand and shale. This will make the core barrel tests and proceed with the drilling very slowly.

WELL IS BEING CORED
Good Oil Showings Reported at Test Warren, Dec. 8—The process of careful coring is going on at the Blindshank No. 1 where the first of several showings was encountered at a depth of 3,100 feet. Several gas showings were encountered at Blindshank No. 1 and also at the Blindshank No. 2, which in the process of being drilled this week. Several gas showings were encountered at Blindshank No. 1 and also at the Blindshank No. 2, which in the process of being drilled this week.

PREPARING FOR TESTS
Drillers of Bradley County Wells Are Making Tests.

Warren, Dec. 11—Drillers at the Blindshank No. 3 are doing a thorough job of core testing. They are preparing for the test run. They are preparing for the test run.

TO SPUD IN TOMORROW
Southern Oil and Land Company to Start Drilling in Bradley County.

Special to the Gazett.
Warren, March 7—The Southern Oil and Land Company is now ready to spud in Bradley County.

In preparation for the event, the company’s crew has been working on the site for several days. The drillers have set up their machinery and are moving in all the necessary tools and supplies.

The well is to be located on land leased by the Bradley County Land Company in the Bradley County Oil and Gas Lease. The lease was acquired from the L. H. Mawk, vice president and general manager, and the work is expected to be completed within the next several weeks.

The well will be a test well for gas and is expected to produce a significant flow of gas. The company anticipates that the well will be successful and will contribute to the local gas supply.

The well will be equipped with state-of-the-art technology and will be monitored closely. The drillers are experienced and will ensure the safety of the operation. The company is committed to environmental stewardship and will implement best practices to minimize any impact on the local ecosystem.

Meanwhile, the company will continue to explore other areas in the county and will consider additional drilling in the future. The company is confident in its ability to find more productive locations and will continue to invest in the local economy.

Steel Derrick for Test Well in Bradley County

Special to the Gazett.
Warren, July 19—The 160-foot container derrick of the Ohio Oil Company’s new gas well at the Blindshank No. 1 was completed on Friday. The well is scheduled to be completed on September 1.

The derrick was delivered by rail and assembled on site. The container derrick is 160 feet tall and weighs 200 tons. It is designed to provide support for the drilling and testing operations.

The well is expected to produce up to 500,000 cubic feet of gas per day. The company anticipates that the well will be successful and will contribute to the local gas supply.

The company is committed to environmental stewardship and will implement best practices to minimize any impact on the local ecosystem. The well will be equipped with state-of-the-art technology and will be monitored closely. The drillers are experienced and will ensure the safety of the operation.

Meanwhile, the company will continue to explore other areas in the county and will consider additional drilling in the future. The company is confident in its ability to find more productive locations and will continue to invest in the local economy.

Gas Franchise for Warren Granted

Service to Patrons Must Start by Arkansas Natural With 15 Months.

Special to the Gazett.
Warren, March 26—By unanimous vote of the Warren City Council last night it was decided to grant a franchise to the Arkansas Natural Gas Company for 30 years. The proposition to furnish gas to the city was approved with a 6-0 vote. The franchise is conditioned upon beginning construction work in three months and then will have nine months in which to complete the gas plant.

The rate will be $1.50 for the first 600 cubic feet, 60 cents for each 1,000 for the next 4,000 cubic feet and 50 cents for each additional 1,000 cubic feet. A special rate is charged for gas consumed for power and light.

The company has 16 days to accept the franchise. T. Y. Compton and F. D. Shanks, its representatives, could not say whether this would be done.

GAS FIRM REJECTS WARREN FRANCHISE

Contract Refused Because Council Increased Discount Rate.

Special to the Gazett.
Warren, April 2—The move to have the franchise granted by the City Council was refused by Arkansas Natural Gas Company. The franchise granted by the City Council March 26, 1913, was not accepted by the company, which has been offered the franchise with a 50 per cent discount clause and Mr. Compton, representative of the company, explained to the council that they could not agree to the franchise for the city unless it was increased.

The council has the power to refuse the franchise and it is believed it will be given the business to a city which will agree to the terms.

Preparation of natural gas for the franchise as offered by the council to do the franchise for the city temporarily, until a franchise for the city is granted.

One Well Abandoned, Another Started, at Warren.

Special to the Gazett.
Warren, April 2—In the case of the Missouri Oil Company, it is understood that the first well, which was abandoned, has been re leased for new work.

The new well is located at the city corner, being drilled by the Missouri Oil Company.

General smokes were encountered at both tests, and this is the general run of the county. The company anticipates that the well will be successful and will contribute to the local gas supply.

Meanwhile, the company will continue to explore other areas in the county and will consider additional drilling in the future. The company is confident in its ability to find more productive locations and will continue to invest in the local economy.

Warren: Well Drilled at 500 Feet.

Special to the Gazett.
Warren, April 2—The well drilled at 500 feet has been completed and is expected to start producing gas in the next few weeks.

The well was drilled by the Missouri Oil Company and is located at the city corner. The company anticipates that the well will be successful and will contribute to the local gas supply.

Meanwhile, the company will continue to explore other areas in the county and will consider additional drilling in the future. The company is confident in its ability to find more productive locations and will continue to invest in the local economy.

PRODUCTIVE WELL DISCOVERED
Southern Oil and Land Company is Drilling in Bradley County.

Special to the Gazett.
Warren, May 16—Drillers are continuing at the Blindshank No. 4 and Blindshank No. 1 wells in this county. The lease is held by the Southern Oil and Land Company, and it is drilling the test field, taking care that from one location, it will be completed as a gas well.

The lease is held by the Southern Oil and Land Company, and it is drilling the test field, taking care that from one location, it will be completed as a gas well. The lease is expected to produce up to 500,000 cubic feet of gas per day.

The company anticipates that the well will be successful and will contribute to the local gas supply. The well will be equipped with state-of-the-art technology and will be monitored closely. The drillers are experienced and will ensure the safety of the operation.

Meanwhile, the company will continue to explore other areas in the county and will consider additional drilling in the future. The company is confident in its ability to find more productive locations and will continue to invest in the local economy.

Gas Distribution System for Warren Under Way.

Special to the Gazett.
Warren, Jan. 8—J. M. Long, engineer in charge of construction of the gas distribution system for the city of Warren, said the work on the system is progressing satisfactorily. He said the project was started last fall and is expected to be completed by the end of the year.

The system will be completed and the gas will be turned on at the earliest possible date.

Meanwhile, the company will continue to explore other areas in the county and will consider additional drilling in the future. The company is confident in its ability to find more productive locations and will continue to invest in the local economy.

Oil Well Being Drilled in Bradley County.

Special to the Gazett.
Warren, Jan. 8—The Missouri Oil Company is now drilling a well near the city, on the north side of the Missouri Oil Company, at the city corner.

The company is drilling the test field, taking care that from one location, it will be completed as a gas well. The lease is held by the Southern Oil and Land Company, and it is drilling the test field, taking care that from one location, it will be completed as a gas well. The lease is expected to produce up to 500,000 cubic feet of gas per day.

The company anticipates that the well will be successful and will contribute to the local gas supply. The well will be equipped with state-of-the-art technology and will be monitored closely. The drillers are experienced and will ensure the safety of the operation.

Meanwhile, the company will continue to explore other areas in the county and will consider additional drilling in the future. The company is confident in its ability to find more productive locations and will continue to invest in the local economy.

Warren to Celebrate Arrival of Natural Gas Saturday.

Special to the Gazett.
Warren, Jan. 8—A celebration is being planned for Saturday at the Arkansas Natural Gas Company, and it is expected that the gas will be turned on at the earliest possible date.

The celebration will begin with open house being held by the company on Main Street, and it is expected that the gas will be turned on at the earliest possible date. A banquet will be held at 7:30 p.m., on the platform on the Courthouse square.

Meanwhile, the company will continue to explore other areas in the county and will consider additional drilling in the future. The company is confident in its ability to find more productive locations and will continue to invest in the local economy.

TO "SPUD IN" OIL WELL. Special to the Gazett.
Warren, Aug. 23—At the invitation of the Wilmar Chamber of Commerce, a delegation from Warren will attend a "spud-in" ceremony at the well one mile east of Warren tomorrow at 6:00 a.m.